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2012; ironically, however, the new year is not necessarily
going to be a better one for investors. This is because we
expect lower returns in 2013 across most asset classes versus
the surprisingly high levels of 2012, as most good news has
already been priced into both global and local equity markets
and bond yields have very little room to fall further from their
historic lows. On the plus side, our portfolios were ideally
positioned for our investors to benefit from this return of
market confidence.

Equities also re-rated, with the FTSE/JSE SWIX index returning
29.1% last year from a combination of dividend growth (15%),
strong earnings growth (50%) and higher price-earnings (P/E)
ratios (35%). Forward P/E’s moved higher following lower
earnings expectations.

A quieter 2013
So in 2013, with the global macroeconomic outlook expected
to improve as China and the US both recover to an extent and
worries over a Euro break-up recede, we believe policymakers

2012 policies boosted markets

will have a quieter year as they maintain their current policies.

The extreme policy response that central banks undertook in

This means the global cost of capital should stabilize – in

2012 (by cutting interest rates and buying bonds) to avoid a

fact, global bond yields are likely to have bottomed last

renewed global financial crisis lowered the cost of capital and

year. So we can’t see good real returns from global cash and

resulted in record-low global bond yields and higher prices

bonds in 2013 – we are forecasting an average of -1.5% and

of local assets as well. Essentially, all of the bad news last

-1.0% p.a., respectively (in US dollars), over the next five years.

Long-term asset allocation view
Real return

View

Comment

SA

p.a.

Neutral

Rand back to fair value

Equity

6.5%

Neutral +

Getting expensive but best absolute return

Property

4.5%

Neutral

Good yield offset by negative reversion risk

Bonds

1.5%

Neutral –

Growing risk of capital loss

Cash

0.0%

–

Lower rates for longer means lower real returns

Neutral

Diversification is valuable

International*
Equity

6.0%

+

Will muddle through with dividends delivering the bulk of return

Bonds

-1.5%

–

Expensive with growing risk of capital loss

Cash

-1.0%

–

Cash is still unattractive

NB: These are long-term, real returns expected over the next five years, as at 8 January 2013.
* The international return expectations above are in US Dollar terms; any rand depreciation will add to returns in rands.
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Global equities still attractive
Therefore, global equities still offer the best return prospects
among offshore assets, primarily due to their higher yields relative
to bonds and cash. We are forecasting a real return of 6.0% p.a.
(in US dollars) over the next five years from this asset class.
Investors should consider adding global equities to their portfolios
in 2013 for their valuable diversification benefits, regardless of
rand moves over the year.
We are also taking advantage of the pockets of higher yield to be
found in emerging market debt, international property and higheryielding international shares to enhance returns in our funds.
Looking at South African assets, the surprise SARB rate last year
cut left cash investments delivering a below-inflation return of
5.6% for 2012. Looking forward, we think investors would be
lucky to beat inflation over the medium term – we are expecting
no real returns from cash over the next five years.

SA bond and property returns lower
After producing surprisingly strong returns in 2012, South African
bonds and listed property are not likely to maintain this performance
in 2013, we believe, largely since local interest rates are likely
to remain on hold. We have lowered our five-year real return
forecast for both by 50 basis points – for bonds to 1.5% p.a. and
for listed property to 4.5% p.a. This does enhance our investment
theme of a low-return world, and investors should temper their
expectations for these asset classes in 2013.

SA equities preferred
The good news is that these conditions should be positive for equity
returns, as investors continue to be forced to avoid negative real
returns and chase the higher expected returns that equities offer.
We expect the local equity market to grind higher in the absence
of any exceptionally positive or negative global news. Our forecast
is for a real return of 6.5% p.a. over the next five years in local
equity. Although valuations are getting expensive, SA equities do
offer the best absolute return prospects. Plus, positive economic
surprises – such as faster-than-expected growth in China and
the US – have the potential to lead to a broad investor rotation
out of bonds and into equities, so it is important for investors to
maintain their equity exposure.
We also believe that active equity managers should have an
easier time in 2013 than last year. Both globally and locally, active
managers struggled to outperform equity indices in 2012 due to
the investor flight to safety – this created high correlations and
momentum-driven markets as those shares that did well kept
doing well, and those counters that did poorly continued to do
poorly. Valuations played little role in share price moves, meaning
active investors were unable to outperform the index.
The improved global outlook creates the potential for higher
risk appetite among investors, so we expect some reversal of
this trend. Stockpickers should be able to add more value under
these conditions. Following from this, within international equity
we are overweight in emerging markets (due to their higher
growth prospects) and have a tactical overweight in Japan (to
take advantage of the benefits of economic reflation in that
country). Within South Africa equity we are underweight the
expensive industrial shares and overweight selected resources
and financial shares.
In summary, improving global macroeconomic conditions, ample
liquidity and attractive relative valuations should be positive
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for equity investments in 2013. A lack of inflation-beating
alternatives also favours equities, as does the potential for a
broad rotation back into equities from bonds should any positive
surprises materialise. These factors all suggest that investors
should maintain their equity exposure this year, while continuing
to diversify to both reduce risk and take advantage of select
higher-yielding opportunities such as international property and
emerging market debt.
So, despite the strong returns from most asset classes last year
– except cash – we maintain that we are in a low-return world.
Returns are likely to be lower across all asset classes in 2013,
in the absence of further policy stimulation. Equities have more
upside potential, but with company earnings growth likely to be
lower than 2012, the chances of repeating last year’s good equity
returns are slim. So diversification and active asset allocation
remain just as important this year.

Cutting our return expectations
(See chart previous page)

SA equity: We have left our return forecast unchanged at
6.5% p.a. Although valuations are expensive, equities still
offer the best absolute returns versus other assets, plus the
best upside potential given a possible broad rotation into
equities globally should positive economic news emerge.
SA property: We have reduced our return forecast by
50 basis points following the SARB’s interest rate cut last year.
While yields remain attractive and the operating environment
is relatively positive, the current high valuations in the
sector versus historic levels following several years of strong
performance mean risks are to the downside.
SA bonds: We have cut our return forecast by 50 basis points.
The risk is to the downside in 2013 after such strong gains in
2012, but the market could remain well supported by foreign
investors still looking for higher yields in emerging markets.
SA cash: We have reduced our return forecast by 50 basis
points. We are expecting flat local interest rates in 2013,
with risks to the downside should the central bank decide
the economy needs a further boost.
The currency: The rand has reached fair value and the
bulk of the real depreciation has already occurred. Over the
longer-term we have a negative view due to the deteriorating
terms of trade and negative productivity trends in South
Africa. However, we are holding offshore assets for their
diversification benefits rather than potential rand gains.
Offshore equity: Forecast returns are unchanged. We expect
a similar return to SA equities, but international equities
provide better risk-adjusted returns and diversification
benefits; equities also have a 7.5% yield advantage over
offshore bonds.
Offshore bonds: We have cut our expected returns by
50 basis points. We do not expect a sharp uptick in interest
rates in 2103 due to continued central bank stimulus, but the
longer-term risk of capital loss has risen. Avoid.
Offshore cash: With continuing expected negative real returns,
cash remains unattractive as a longer-term investment option.
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Market Commentary
The FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) had a very strong
fourth quarter, gaining 10.3%, with returns of 26.7%
for the 2012 calendar year. Listed property enjoyed
another year of very strong returns, delivering 35.9%
for the year. The All Bond Index and the Inflation-linked
Bond Index gained 16% and 19.4%, respectively,
for the year. Cash returned 5.5%. Globally, it was a
good year for equities, with the MSCI ACWI up 16.8%
measured in US dollars.

Old Mutual Stable Growth Fund
The fund finished 2012 with its annual performance well
ahead of cash and inflation. The fund enjoyed exposure
to the top-performing asset classes of the year, including
SA listed property, domestic equity and inflation-linked
bonds. Within equities, exposure to resource shares was a
drag on performance, notwithstanding the selection of other
excellent equity performers including Richemont, Old Mutual
and Life Healthcare. During December, the fund bought
holdings in ABSA and Lonmin, both of which we believe to

Emerging markets outperformed developed markets

be well-positioned for recovery in 2013. The fund increased

for the year, with strong relative performance in the

its global exposure following a strong year in SA equities

last quarter. Commodity prices were generally higher

and property.

for the year, with Brent Crude gaining 2.3%, copper
up by 4.2% and gold 5.6% higher. The rand had a

Old Mutual Real Income Fund

volatile year, losing 4.1% against the US dollar and

The good showing from bonds in December ensured that the

5.7% against the euro.

fund ended the year strongly, delivering a return of 14.5%
in 2012. This is an excellent real return and is particularly
satisfying relative to cash. As would be expected, the

Old Mutual Flexible Fund
In line with the excellent returns from growth assets, the fund
enjoyed an 18.2% return for the year. The fund benefited
from exposure to both local and international property, an
overweight position in emerging markets and the purchase of
convertible bonds. However, with the benefit of hindsight, any
cash holding was a mistake as that dragged on performance.
During the year, the fund reduced exposure to certain shares
which had run hard, which increased the cash allocation.
Over the last decade, the fund has delivered an annual return
of 16.4%, growing investor capital more than four-fold. We
do not expect such good returns in the next decade, but
the fund will strive to deliver decent real returns, enjoying
the flexibility to invest across asset classes and markets.

Old Mutual Balanced Fund
The fund performed well in 2012 on an absolute return
basis, relative to the other funds in its category and against
its own performance objective of CPI + 6%. We have been
overweight inflation-linked bonds for some time now and
they performed exceptionally well last year. Despite this
outperformance, we continue to hold these bonds as they
offer inflation protection and we continue to see little scope
for real returns from cash. The fund remains fully invested
in offshore assets as we continue to find good value in
international equities relative to other asset classes.

fund’s return lagged the equity market, but this is in line
with its conservative mandate. The fund outperformed the
Prudential Low Equity category average return, which is a
surprise. Typically it would underperform when the share
market runs strongly, as it has a lower equity holding. The
fund holds just over 12% in listed shares, predominantly
for their yield. Investments in listed property and active
buying of bonds at the beginning of the year helped deliver
the outperformance.
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3-year performance to 31 December 2012

Asset analysis as at 31 December 2012
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Previously known as Optimised Aggressive Fund.
Previously known as Optimised Balanced Fund.
Previously known as Optimised Defensive Fund.
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Performance to 31 December 2012

1 year

Old Mutual Flexible Fund

18.2%

Old Mutual Flexible Life Fund

3 years (p.a.)
12.2%

5 years (p.a.)

Description

TER

7.5%

17.7%

11.5%

7.3%

Target

13.7%

13.1%

14.4%

UT Peer Average

18.8%

12.6%

7.5%

Old Mutual Balanced Fund

18.1%

12.5%

7.6%

Old Mutual Balanced Life Fund

16.8%

11.2%

7.0%

1.33%
CPI+8% p.a. over rolling 3 years
Flexible Category
1.78%

Target

11.7%

11.1%

12.4%

UT Peer Average

15.6%

10.6%

7.4%

Prudential Variable Equity Category

Old Mutual Stable Growth Fund

14.8%

10.4%

8.5%

Launched June 2007

Old Mutual Stable Growth Life Fund

15.2%

10.7%

8.8%

Target
UT Peer Average
Old Mutual Real Income Fund
Target
UT Peer Average
CPI

CPI+6% p.a. over rolling 3 years
1.86%

9.7%

9.1%

10.4%

13.4%

9.7%

7.8%

14.5%

11.9%

10.1%

8.7%

8.1%

9.4%

CPI+3% p.a. over rolling 3 years
Prudential Low Equity Category

13.4%

9.7%

7.8%

5.7%

5.1%

6.4%

CPI+4% p.a. over rolling 3 years
Prudential Low Equity Category
1.37%

Sources: Morningstar and OMIGSA
For more information, visit www.macrosolutions.co.za
Old Mutual Investment Group (South Africa) (Pty) Limited is a licensed financial services provider, FSP 604, approved by the Registrar of Financial Services Providers (www.fsb.co.za) to
provide intermediary services and advice in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. Old Mutual Investment Group is a wholly owned subsidiary of Old Mutual
(South Africa) Limited. Reg No 1993/003023/07. The investment portfolios are market-linked. Products are either policy based or unitised in collective investment schemes. Investors’ rights and
obligations are set out in the relevant contracts. Market fluctuations and changes in rates of exchange or taxation may have an effect on the value, price or income of investments. Since the
performance of financial markets fluctuates, an investor may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future investment performance. In respect of
pooled, life wrapped products, the underlying assets are owned by Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited, who may elect to exercise any votes on these underlying assets
independently of Old Mutual Investment Group. In respect of these products, no fees or charges will be deducted if the policy is terminated within the first 30 days. Returns on these products
depend on the performance of the underlying assets. Old Mutual Investment Group has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity insurance, as part of the Old Mutual Group cover. For
more detail, as well as for information on how to contact us and on how to access information please visit www.omigsa.com. *These are the A-class fund Total Expense Ratios (TERs). The portfolio
performance is calculated on a NAV-NAV basis and does not take any initial fees into account. Income is reinvested on the ex-dividend date. Actual investment performance will differ based on the
initial fees applicable, the actual investment date and the date of reinvestment of income. Lump sum basis. Performances are in ZAR and as at 31 December 2012.
Sources: Morningstar and OMIGSA. Unit trusts are generally medium- to long-term investments. Past performance is no indication of future growth. Shorter term fluctuations can occur as your
investment moves in line with the markets. Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the value of underlying international investments to go up or down. Unit trusts can engage
in borrowing and scrip lending. The fund’s TER reflects the percentage of the average Net Asset Value of the portfolio that was incurred as charges, levies and fees related to the management of
the portfolio. A higher TER does not necessarily imply a poor return, nor does a low TER imply a good return. The current TER cannot be regarded as an indication of future TERs. A schedule of
fees, charges and maximum commissions is available from the company. You may sell your investment at the ruling price of the day (calculated at 15h00 on a forward pricing basis). Certain funds
may be capped to be managed in accordance with their mandates. Different classes of units apply to these portfolios and are subject to different fees and charges. Old Mutual is a member of the
Association for Savings and Investment SA.
Old Mutual Investment Group (South Africa) (Pty) Limited
Mutualpark, Jan Smuts Drive, Pinelands 7405
PO Box 878, Cape Town 8000, South Africa
Tel +27 (0)21 509 5022, Fax +27 (0)21 509 4663
www.omigsa.com
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